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Extreme Energy: Extraction Effort



Conventional Oil or Gas



Unconventional Gas: Fracking







High Volume fracking has only happened 
once in the UK, at Cuadrilla's Preese Hall well 
near Blackpool.

It triggered small earthquakes which damaged 
the well casing.





Impacts: Transport

Marcellus Shale, Pennsylvania



Magnitude 5.7, Prague, Oklahoma (2011)

Impacts: Earthquakes
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Impacts: Earthquakes



Impacts: Air Pollution



Boulder Atmospheric Observatory, NOAA, Colorado (2013)Boulder Atmospheric Observatory, NOAA, Colorado (2013)

Impacts: Air Pollution



Impacts: Methane Contamination

Duke University Study, Pennsylvania (2011/13)



Impacts: Toxic/Radioactive Water

Pavillion, Wyoming (EPA Draft Report)



Peter Rolinson, Water Chemist

“Unlike other areas of the country, in East Yorkshire 
we get most of our water from one very large aquifer.

Even slight contamination of this aquifer could cause 
major issues for a large population.

It is vital that we maintain the integrity of this aquifer.

We cannot afford the slightest risk of contamination of this vital water 
supply for East Yorkshire.

It would take years to clean up, and the risk would remain as long as 
fracking continues.

I think with the potential contamination of water, the air pollution, the 
transport, the lack of economic benefit - 

I don't think fracking should be considered at all.”



Leakage Pathways

PNAS, 2014



Impacts: Well Casing Failure is Common





"The research confirms that well failure in hydrocarbon 
wells is an issue and that publicly available data in Europe 
on this seems to be sparse...
… we don't really know the full extent of well failures. 
There were unknowns we couldn't get to the bottom of."
Professor Richard Davies, Durham University



Parr Family, Texas







Many students at the school suffer from asthma and 
serious, debilitating illnesses. 

Students were forced to stay inside for weeks at a time 
because of the noxious fumes from the fracking sites. 

They think it’s strange when people don’t get nosebleeds 
every day.

Rodrigo Romo, California, letter published in the Guardian



Dr Sarah Walpole

“The arguments against fracking on public health 
and ecological grounds are overwhelming.

There are clear grounds for adopting the 
precautionary principle and prohibiting fracking”

 - Letter in the British Medical Journal

“Medact has carried out a thorough investigation of the potential 
health impacts of fracking, and taking into account impacts on local 
air quality, economy, water quality and climate change, we believe 
that more information is required before fracking can be declared 
safe and allowed to continue.”



Public Health England Report

•  “Mistaking best practices for actual practices”

• “ignores many of the inherent risks ... that no amount of regulation 
can ... remedy”

• “There is no reason to believe that these problems would be 
different in the UK”



Public Health England Report

•  “Mistaking best practices for actual practices”

• “ignores many of the inherent risks ... that no amount of regulation 
can ... remedy”

• “There is no reason to believe that these problems would be 
different in the UK”

• now out of date

• most research on health impacts published more recently



Dr Tim Thornton

“Fracking is a novel process, only 10-15 years old.

The science investigating its safety is quite new but 
already shows risk and impacts including health 
impacts.

Until it can be shown by peer-reviewed science to 
be safe, we should not rush ahead with it in the 
UK.”



Impacts: Health

Center for Disease Control and Prevention (2011)



Impacts: Health

Center for Disease Control and Prevention (2011)

Studied 3 counties in Pennsylvania, population 160,000

Postcodes with fracking have significantly more hospital 
admissions for:

• heart

• nervous system

Also associated with:

• skin

• cancer

• urinary



Impacts: Health

Center for Disease Control and Prevention (2011)

Unconventional gas development has expanded rapidly ... in 
Pennsylvania from 0 to 3,689 wells in 8 years. 

Prenatal residential exposure to unconventional natural gas 
development activity was associated with two pregnancy 
outcomes, adding to evidence that unconventional natural gas 
development may impact health.



Evidence linking water contamination to fracking–related activities is now indisputable.

The structural integrity of wells can fail. These failures are common, unavoidable, and 
increase over time as wells age and cement and casings deteriorate.

Air quality impacts from fracking–related activities are clearer than ever.

Community and social impacts of fracking can be widespread, expensive, and deadly.



Impacts: House Prices

“We managed eventually to sell the 
house ... 
at a very big loss, just over £50,000.”

Marie and Roland Taylor, Lancashire
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Impacts: Rural Economy

• house prices likely to fall
• higher insurance cost
• risk to human health

“Shale gas development may transform a 
previously pristine and quiet natural region, 
bringing increased industrialisation...”



Fracking is not permitted in...

Wales
Scotland
Northern Ireland
France
Netherlands
Germany
Bulgaria
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Fracking is not permitted in...

Wales
Scotland
Northern Ireland
France
Netherlands
Germany
Bulgaria

New York State
the state of Vermont
the state of Maryland
Beverley Hills
the town of Denton, Texas 
  (overturned)

Opposed in:     Hull, Ryedale (North Yorkshire), York,
Brighton and Hove, Calderdale (West Yorkshire), Ceredigion, Cheshire East, 
Cheshire West and Chester, Cinderford Town Council (Forest of Dean), Bristol, 
Deal Town, Dover District, Eastbourne Borough Council, Forest of Dean 
District Council, Glastonbury, Gloucestershire, Kirklees (West Yorkshire), Leeds, 
London Assembly, Manchester, Newcastle, Preston, Sheffield, Torfaen County 
Borough Council, Trafford, Westhoughton Town, West Dean Parish Council 
(Forest of Dean), and Wirral.



urges the precautionary principle 
and not to permit any new fracking



warns of risks even if fracking is done properly

U.N. Global Alert







Scale of Industrialisation



Scale of Industrialisation

East Yorkshire 2016
2 active well sites
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Scale of Industrialisation





Industrialisation: Close to Residential Areas

Pennsylvania





Economic recovery requires:

at least 300 wells on 30 sites per 10km square

Driffield

Wetwang



Economic recovery requires:

at least 300 wells on 30 sites per 10km square

Driffield

Wetwang

Similar to Ineos figure:

“Typically, those living in a Shale gas community

 (approximately 100 square kilometres) 

would benefit from the output of 200 wells”



The risks can be managed “as long as operational best 
practices are implemented and enforced”

“Hydraulic fracturing is an established technology that has been 
used in the oil and gas industries for many decades.”



The risks can be managed “as long as operational best 
practices are implemented and enforced”

“Hydraulic fracturing is an established technology that has been 
used in the oil and gas industries for many decades.”

• some basic facts not checked – relied on industry figures

• recommendations not implemented as claimed
 – Mike Hill, well engineer

• Gaps in regulation 
– Joanne Hawkins, University of Bristol







Harry Clark, local to West Newton

“During the period of well exploration at the West 
Newton A Wellsite the residents of the area were 
subjected to:

1. Air pollution 

2. Noise pollution

3. Light pollution

4. Very large vehicle convoys”



Unfit Environmental Assessment

frackfreeeastyorkshire.com/incidents



East Yorkshire: Rathlin Energy

Flood onto path, field & rainwater ditch
West Newton site, 23rd May
and other occasions



Leaky Tank,
Crawberry Hill well site
May 2014

East Yorkshire: Rathlin Energy



Spill off the well pad
West Newton
1st June 2014

East Yorkshire: Rathlin Energy



Massive Convoys

West Newton

2nd July 2014

East Yorkshire: Rathlin Energy



West Newton Mini-frack Incident



West Newton Mini-frack Incident
12th Aug – Major Operational Incident – Minifrack gone wrong?



East Yorkshire: Rathlin Energy

Lake Damaged by Seismic Testing
Holderness
 Dec 2014



East Yorkshire: Rathlin Energy

19 Breaches
of Environment Agency Permit

Health & Safety Investigation

Emergency Well Shutdown

Damage from Seismic Testing

Used Cuadrilla's fracking rig – not certified



East Yorkshire: Rathlin Energy
Gas Leaks & noxious odours, Sept 2014



East Yorkshire: Rathlin Energy

Gas Flaring, West Newton
Sept 2014



Cuadrilla – Breaches & Failures



Even if you add nothing at the surface, what flew back 
from Preese Hall 1 when they fracked it was 
lead at 1,438x drinking water, 
arsenic at 20x, 
cadmium, 
chromium and there was 
90x the maximum permissible level of naturally 
occurring radioactive material. (NORM)

Mike Hill, an oil and gas engineer who accompanied the environment agency when 
they checked water at Cuadrilla’s drilling site in Lancashire



Cuadrilla – Breaches & Failures



Cuadrilla – Breaches & Failures
Preese Hall Well: Caused Earthquakes That Damaged the Well Casing



Yorkshire Wolds

72 Sites of Special Scientific Interest in Humberside



Yorkshire Wolds

72 Sites of Special Scientific Interest in Humberside

Yorkshire Wildlife Trust says:

• The most northerly chalk streams in Europe

• “our equivalent of rainforest and deserve a huge effort”

• amazing places for wildlife

• provide the drinking water we take for granted 

• large volumes for crops

• threats include over-abstraction, leading to dangerously 
low flows

• project Crystal Clear – Restoring the Chalk Streams of 
the River Hull



Massive & Rising Opposition



Massive & Rising Opposition



























“The operator is carrying out vermin control on site using 
rodenticide in bait boxes and that is believed to be 
contributing to the numbers of small dead mammals found 
in the open section of the containment ditch.”

- Environment Agency





Planning Power to be taken off us?



Hydraulic Fracturing (Fracking)



What Does the Public Want?


